Introduction
Information about the finescale (from subhourly to daily and from meters to 25 km) structure of rainfall is required for a variety of applications such as spatial interpolation of rainfall (e.g., kriging), optimal design of rain gauge networks, stochastic downscaling, and evaluation of remotely sensed rainfall estimates. Better characterization of the finescale variability of rainfall is a step toward better prediction of the hydrologic response of watersheds and urban areas. Quantifying rainfall variability at very small scales is particularly important for the ''Maritime Continent,'' where processes such as land-sea breezes and mountain-valley winds lead to complex spatial and temporal patterns in rainfall (e.g., Qian 2008) . Several studies have investigated the spatial and temporal behavior of rainfall on the Maritime Continent, but a majority of them were carried out at regional scales using either satellite rainfall estimates or regional climate model simulations (e.g., Aldrian and Susanto 2003; Mori et al. 2004; Zhou and Wang 2006; Ichikawa and Yasunari 2006; Suhaila et al. 2010; Teo et al. 2011; Varikoden et al. 2011) .
Very few studies investigated the variability of rainfall on the Maritime Continent at fine spatiotemporal scales (e.g., Desa and Niemczynowicz 1996a,b; Bidin and Chappell 2003, 2006) . Desa and Niemczynowicz (1996a) analyzed rainfall spatial gradients and correlations using 11 yr of data from six gauges covering approximately 300 km 2 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The rainfall isohyetal maps suggested that the annual rainfall amount increased from southwest to northeast. The study further reported that the spatial gradients and correlation patterns in rainfall change significantly with season of the year. For the same region, Desa and Niemczynowicz (1996b) analyzed high-resolution data of eight storms using 14 gauges distributed in an area of 23 km 2 and found significant spatial variability in storm totals. Using a dense network of 46 gauges in a small humid catchment (area of ;4 km 2 ) in Malaysian Borneo, Bidin and Chappell (2003) studied the effects of aspect and relief on small-scale spatial structure of rainfall. The study reported ''very large spatial variability or 'localisation''' in annual and seasonal totals even for spatial scales as small as 1-3 km. For the same region, Bidin and Chappell (2006) examined the spatial variation in hourly and daily rain incidence and in rain-event duration using nine gauges distributed in an area of ;5 km 2 . The study reported shorter-duration localized rainfall events that occur particularly during midafternoon.
The aforementioned studies have improved our understanding of the small-scale rainfall variability on the Maritime Continent, in particular for peninsular Malaysia and Malaysian Borneo. The spatial and temporal scales investigated and the conclusions reached in these studies are influenced, however, by the gauge network coverage, data resolution, and length of the record. For example, Desa and Niemczynowicz (1996a) were limited by the number of gauges to model the decreasing trend of spatial correlation with intergauge distance. Furthermore, the spatial correlation analysis in the study was limited to seasonal and annual totals. Desa and Niemczynowicz (1996b) , on the other hand, had better network density and data resolution but had limited length of the record. Although Bidin and Chappell (2003) used a gauge network with very high density, the study was limited to very small scales of 0.02-3.3 km and to seasonal and annual totals.
It can be said from the above discussion that the Maritime Continental region lacks a thorough analysis of rainfall variability at scales from hourly to daily and from tens of meters to ;25 km. The aim of this study is to bridge this gap by characterizing 1) probability density functions (PDFs) of rain rates for time scales of 1-24 h, 2) spatial correlation structure for time scales of 1-24 h and intergauge distances varying from 1 to 45 km, 3) seasonal and diurnal behavior in finescale spatial correlations, and 4) anisotropy in finescale spatial patterns of rainfall.
We analyzed hourly data from a dense gauge network in Singapore (Fig. 1) . Section 2 provides a brief description of the study area, the gauge network, and the data characteristics. Section 3 describes the analysis tools used to characterize the PDFs and spatial structure of rainfall. The results are discussed in section 4, followed by a summary and concluding remarks in section 5.
Study area and data description
Singapore is a highly urbanized, densely populated (population of ;5 million) tropical island nation extending (Fig. 1 ). There is no pronounced variability in topography, with most of the island at about 15 m above sea level. The highest point is the Bukit Timah hill at 164 m above sea level near the center of the island. Because of the maritime exposure and proximity to the equator, the island is characterized by equatorial climate with high humidity, heavy rainfall, and uniformly warm temperatures throughout the year (e.g., Fong 2012). The island experiences two monsoons: the southwest monsoon from June to September and the northeast monsoon from late November to March. The prevailing winds are from a south-southeastern direction during the southwest monsoon and from a northnortheastern direction during the northeast monsoon. Typical of equatorial regions, the island has a pronounced diurnal cycle in rainfall, relative humidity, and surface winds (e.g., Fong 2012) .
The data analyzed in this study were collected using a dense gauge network consisting of 49 gauges distributed in an area of ;710 km 2 (Fig. 1) . The nearestneighbor distance between gauges varies from 0.8 to 7.9 km, with an average value of 2.7 km. We obtained 31 yr of hourly data from the National Environmental Agency (NEA) of Singapore. Note that the type of gauge used at some stations changed during the study period. For example, all 49 stations in 1980 were equipped with recording-type gauges with rain gauge charts attached. The precision of these gauges is 0.1 mm. By 2010, 20 of 49 stations were equipped with tipping-bucket gauges that record the number of 0.2-mm tips every minute. The raw data were then converted by NEA to hourly accumulations and delivered to us. The data have quality-control flags to indicate time periods with missing data. These time periods were not considered in the study.
The number of gauges available for each year of the study period is shown in Fig. 2a . Except for the initial years , there are at least 45 gauges available for the study. The spatial coverage, gauge density, and length of the dataset are unique for this region and provide us an opportunity to perform robust analysis of rainfall structure. Note that the focus is on characterization of PDFs and spatial variability. Analysis of temporal rainfall structure is limited to studying the variation of PDFs and spatial patterns with time scale. Furthermore, the spatial structure is also analyzed according to time of day and month of the year.
The average number of rainy days (expressed as a percentage) for each year of the study period is shown in Fig. 2b . On average, it rained during 51% of days, with 1997 and 2000 recording the minimum and maximum values of 43% and 58%, respectively. The average annual rainfall during the study period is 2430 mm, with 1997 and 2007 recording minimum and maximum rainfall, respectively (Fig. 2c) . The monthly variation of the percentage of rainy days and rainfall accumulation is shown in Fig. 3 . November with 66% occurrence of rainy days is the most rainy month (Fig. 3a) , and December with an average rainfall of 282 mm is the wettest month in terms of rain amount (Fig. 3b) . February recorded the lowest percentage of rainy days (38%) and the lowest rain amount (134 mm).
Method a. Probability density functions: L-moment analysis
We used the method of L moments to obtain the probability density functions. The L moments are linear combinations of the expectations of order statistics (Hosking 1990 ). The L-moments approach has been widely used in regional frequency analysis of rainfall and floods. The theory of L moments and their advantages over conventional moments are well documented in the literature (e.g., Vogel and Fennessey 1993; Hosking and Wallis 1997) .
For a given rain gauge time series, we estimated the first four L moments (l r , where r 5 1, 2, 3, and 4) using the following expressions (e.g., Vogel and Fennessey 1993) :
l 2 5 2b 1 2b 0 , l 3 5 6b 2 2 6b 1 1b 0 , and
whereb r is the probability weighted moment, which can be estimated from data aŝ
In Eq. (2), n is the sample size and x i:n represents an ordered sample such that x 1:n # x 2:n # x n:n . The derivations for the above expressions are available in the literature (Hosking 1990; Vogel and Fennessey 1993; Hosking and Wallis 1997) . From the L moments, we estimated L kurtosis (t 3 5l 3 /l 2 ) and L skewness (t 4 5l 4 /l 2 ), which are then compared with the values of theoretical distributions in the L-moment ratio (t 3 vs t 4 ) diagram to identify a suitable PDF. Once a suitable PDF is identified, we estimated its parameters from L moments using formulas given by Hosking and Wallis (1997) . The goodness-of-fit of the PDF is then quantified using a correlation coefficient between empirical and modeled quantiles.
b. Spatial variability
We quantify the spatial structure of the rainfall field in terms of spatial correlations for all possible rain gauge pairs and for time scales ranging from 1 to 24 h. The correlationr(d ij ) between two rainfall time series R i and R j measured at gauges i and j separated by distance d ij can be estimated using Pearson's product-moment estimator as FIG. 3. (a) Average number (%) of rainy days and (b) average areal monthly rainfall for the study period .
where hi indicates the corresponding sample average. Pearson's product-moment estimator has been widely used to quantify the spatial correlation structure of rainfall (e.g., Ciach and Krajewski 2006; Moron et al. 2007; Villarini et al. 2008a; Mandapaka et al. 2009; Pedersen et al. 2010 ; Tokay and € Ozt€ urk 2012). Habib et al. (2001) showed that Pearson's correlation estimates for non-Gaussian distributions are biased, and they proposed a simulation-based method to reduce the bias. Their approach is valid for data following a mixed log-normal distribution and therefore is not used in the current study. Some studies applied Box-Cox transformation (log and square root are special cases) on the data to reduce the effects of skewness on estimated spatial statistics (e.g., Erdin et al. 2012) . There are also studies that used ''uncentered'' correlations, in which the averages (e.g., hR i ihR j i and hR i i 2 ) are not subtracted in the numerator and denominator of Eq. (3) (e.g., Zawadzki 1973; Germann and Zawadzki 2002) . While interpretation of correlations from transformed data is not straightforward, uncentered correlation estimates are often inflated, leading to difficulties in their parameterization for small areas such as Singapore. For these reasons, all inferences regarding spatial structure in this study were based on a classical Pearson's estimator [Eq. (3)]. General trends in Pearson's correlation estimates were checked against square root-transformed and uncentered correlation estimates, however, wherever possible.
Results and discussion
As mentioned in the introduction, the gauge data that were available for this study were at hourly resolution. The hourly data were integrated to different time scales starting from 2 to 24 h, and the corresponding rain rates in millimeters per hour were obtained. In total, we analyzed PDF and spatial structure of rain rates for eight time scales (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 , and 24 h) in this study.
a. Probability distribution of rain rates Figure 4 shows the exceedance probabilities (or survival functions) of nonzero rain rates for six of eight time scales (hereinafter, the results for 3-and 6-h rain rates are not displayed in the figures for the sake of clarity, but they are presented in the tables). Note that the minimum nonzero rain rate in the hourly data is 0.1 mm h
21
. When averaged to coarser time resolutions, the corresponding rain-rate series would have values smaller than 0.1 mm h 21 . To be specific, the minimum nonzero value would be 0.05 mm h 21 for a 2-h time scale and 0.1/24 5 0.004 167 mm h 21 in a daily rain-rate series. Each curve in Fig. 4 represents a survival function that was estimated by using nonzero data from a single rain gauge.
1) L-MOMENT-BASED CHARACTERIZATION
To characterize the PDF of rain rates at each time scale, we estimated their L skewness t 3 and L kurtosis t 4 using the procedure described in section 3a. In Fig. 5 , we compare the empirical (t 3 , t 4 ) values with theoretical (t 3 , t 4 ) curves of three-parameter lognormal (LN3), generalized Pareto (GPA), Weibull (WEI), and Pearson type-3 (PE3) distributions. These distributions were selected as possible PDFs on the basis of the evidence from the literature (e.g., Kedem and Chiu 1987; Burgueño et al. 1994; Hanson and Vogel 2008; Villarini et al. 2008b ). The selected theoretical distributions are positively skewed with a finite lower bound and consist of three parameters referred to as shape, scale, and location parameters (Table 1) . For time scales of 3-24 h, the empirical L-moment ratios were found to be closer to the PE3 L-moment ratio curve (Fig. 5) . For hourly and 2-hourly rain rates, the empirical L-moment ratios were found to lie between the PE3 and WEI curves. On the basis of Fig. 5 , we selected PE3 distribution for 3-24-h rain rates. For shorter time scales of 1 and 2 h, we tested both PE3 and WEI distributions. The corresponding parameters of the distributions were estimated using FIG. 4 . Probability of exceedance (survival functions) of nonzero rain rates for six different time scales. Each curve represents the survival function estimated using data from a single rain gauge.
equations given in section A.9 of Hosking and Wallis (1997) . Figure 6 shows the comparison of empirical and PE3 quantiles for six of eight time scales. Each curve in Fig. 6 represents a quantile-quantile (QQ) curve for a single gauge. Although hourly and 2-hourly rain rates were fitted with both PE3 and WEI distributions, we only show PE3 quantiles in Fig. 6 for the sake of clarity. In general, the quantiles of the fitted PE3 distribution match very well with those of observations for all gauges and time scales. However, the QQ curves deviate from the one-to-one line at very low and very high intensities. As the time scale increases, the bias at lower intensities decreases quickly, but the bias at upper tails persists up to 8 h. For shorter time scales (1 and 2 h), we also compared the observed quantiles with those of a fitted WEI distribution. The bias near the upper tail is higher for the WEI quantiles when compared with the PE3 ones (figure not shown).
We quantified the goodness of fit using the correlation between empirical and theoretical quantiles for each of the 49 rain gauges. The median value of correlation (from 49 values) varied from 0.987 at hourly scale to 0.994 at daily scale. Note that the correlations were estimated in linear space. When estimated in log-transformed scale (as in Fig. 6 ), the correlations were even higher. From Fig. 6 and high values of correlations, it can be concluded that the PE3 distribution provides a satisfactory fit to rain rates for all time scales that were considered in this study. Table 2 lists the minimum, median, and maximum values of parameters of the PE3 distribution for each time scale.
We also tried to quantify the goodness of fit using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, but the KS test rejected the null hypothesis of a PE3 distribution because of the large sample sizes involved. When the sample size is very large (20 000-25 000 for hourly scale in this study), even small differences between empirical and theoretical distributions would lead to rejection of the null hypothesis. This sensitivity of the KS test to large sample size has also been reported in other studies (e.g., Villarini et al. 2008b ). To gain confidence in the results, however, we conducted a simulation experiment and generated an ensemble of 200 PE3 realizations for each gauge using the parameters obtained above (Table 2) . Each realization of the ensemble was then fitted with the PE3 distribution, and the corresponding QQ curve was obtained. The ensemble QQ curves were then compared with the empirical ones from Fig. 6 for each gauge and time scale. The empirical QQ curve of each gauge was found to lie within the narrow band formed by the ensemble QQ curves (except for extreme values), reaffirming that the PE3 distribution provides a good fit to rain rates.
2) TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL VARIATION OF

PARAMETERS
The variation of the shape, scale, and location parameters of the fitted PE3 distribution with time scale is shown in Fig. 7 . The shape parameter increases with time scale, whereas the scale and location parameters decrease with it. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the behavior of parameters with time scale can be parameterized in the form of simple power laws. Note that the vertical bar for each parameter and each time scale in Fig. 7 indicates gauge-to-gauge (or spatial) variability of parameters of the fitted PE3 distribution. For instance, the spatial variability in shape parameter increases with an increase in time scale. On the other hand, the spatial FIG. 5 . Plot comparing the empirical L-moment ratios (L skewness vs L kurtosis) of rain rates with the theoretical L-moment ratio curves for six time scales. Each dot represents an L-moment ratio estimated using data from a single gauge. TABLE 1. List of three-parameter probability distributions, with the shape parameter k, scale parameter a, and location parameter j.
where y 5 2k 3) REMARKS ON ZERO-RAIN THRESHOLD As mentioned in section 2, some of the gauges in our network have a precision of 0.1 mm and the remaining ones have a precision of 0.2 mm. The PDF analysis carried out to this point was based on a zero-rain threshold of 0.1 mm h 21 applied to hourly rain rates.
We repeated the PDF analysis for a new zero-rain . The PE3 distribution was found to be the best fit for the gauge series with a nonzero threshold of 0.2 mm h 21 . The parameters were slightly different when compared with those obtained for a threshold of 0.1 mm h
21
, however. The effect of the zero-rain threshold was noticed mainly in the location parameter and for shorter time scales (1-2 h). The effect of the zero-rain threshold on the PDF characterization was not significant for coarser resolutions.
b. Spatial correlations
The spatial structure of annual, seasonal, and monthly rainfall totals in Singapore in the form of isohyetal curves has been well documented by many studies (Watts 1955; Chia and Foong 1991; Fong 2012) . In this study, we describe the spatial structure of rainfall at short time scales (i.e., 1-24 h) using intergauge correlations. The rain gauge network consists of 49 gauges in an area of ;710 km 2 and covers a wide range of intergauge distances, varying from 0.8 to 46 km with an average value of 14.1 km (Figs. 1 and 8) . The network has a sufficient number of gauge pairs at smaller and larger intergauge distances to robustly characterize the decreasing trend of correlations with distance. For instance, there are more than 150 gauge pairs in the distance group 2-6 km and about 50 pairs with distances between 26 and 2788 30 km (Fig. 8) . First, we analyze spatial structure assuming isotropy (correlations dependent only on the intergauge distance and not on the direction) and temporal stationarity (correlations independent of time of the day or year). We refer to this analysis as unconditional isotropic analysis. We then stratify the data according to month of the year, time of the day, and gauge-pair orientation to investigate monthly, diurnal, and directional dependence (anisotropy) of spatial correlation structure.
1) UNCONDITIONAL ISOTROPIC ANALYSIS
This section presents correlations (estimated from the entire data) as a function of only the intergauge distance. Figure 9 shows the variation of Pearson's correlation estimates with the intergauge distance for time scales ranging from 1 to 24 h. Consistent with other studies carried out elsewhere in the world (e.g., Huff and Shipp 1969; Stol 1972; Berndtsson 1988; Bidin and Chappell 2003; Krajewski et al. 2003; Villarini et al. 2008a) , the correlations decreased with increasing intergauge distance and increased with increasing time scale. We parameterized the decreasing trend of correlations for each time scale using a powered-exponential function of the following form:r
where d ij is the distance between two gauges i and j, d c is the e-folding correlation distance defined as the distance at which the correlation drops to 1/e (;0.367), and exponent s characterizes the rate of decrease of correlation with intergauge distance. Equation (4) is a variant of the three-parameter (correlation distance, exponent, and nugget parameter) exponential function that was used by several studies to model the spatial correlation structure of rainfall (e.g., Krajewski et al. 2003; Ciach and Krajewski 2006; Villarini et al. 2008a; Mandapaka et al. 2009 ; Tokay and € Ozt€ urk 2012). The nugget parameter quantifies the gauge measurement error and microscale variability of the process. We did not include the nugget parameter in Eq. (4) because the gauge network is not dense enough for its estimation.
The parameter d c characterizes the smoothness of the field and can take any positive value. A smaller value of d c implies a more spatially variable process. The exponent s can only take values between 0 and 2. Equation (4) simplifies to an exponential function for s equal to 1 and to a Gaussian function for s equal to 2. A smaller value of s indicates rapid decay at intergauge distances smaller than d c and slow decay at larger scales. The fitted correlation functions for each time scale are shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that the decreasing pattern of correlations with intergauge distance can be described well by the powered-exponential function. The parameters of the fitted correlation functions for all time scales of concern are listed in Table 3 . The value of d c varies from 10.1 km at hourly scale to 32.6 km at daily scale.
The spatial correlation structure is influenced by the local climatic regime. On the other hand, the correlation functions from the current study are comparable to those shown in Krajewski et al. (2003) for the tropical regions of Florida and Brazil.
The rapid increase in d c up to a time scale of ;6 h and the slow rise thereafter (Fig. 10) show that the effect of temporal integration on smoothness of rainfall patterns is larger at shorter time scales. The temporal variation of s (from 0.62 at hourly scale to 0.55 at daily scale) is not as smooth as the correlation distance (see Table 3 ). Similar temporal trends were observed in d c and s obtained from square root-transformed data and uncentered correlations; the absolute values were higher relative to those in Table 3 , however. As in section 4a(3), we also analyzed the effect of zero-rain threshold on spatial correlations. The d c obtained for the gauge data with a zero-rain threshold of 0.2 mm h 21 varied from 10.09 km at hourly scale to 32.49 km for daily scale. On comparing these values with those in Table 3 , we can say that the effect of zero-rain threshold on the correlation analysis is negligible. This result is expected because the correlation analysis was performed for the full series (including zeros) whereas PDF analysis was limited to nonzero rain rates.
2) MONTHLY AND DIURNAL VARIATION OF SPATIAL CORRELATIONS
To understand monthly variation in spatial structure, we estimated spatial correlations for each month separately. Note that the emphasis was still on short-term (1-24 h) rain rates, but they were stratified according to each month. Similar to unconditional analysis, we parameterized the decreasing trend of spatial correlations using Eq. (4). Figure 11 shows the monthly variation of d c for five different time scales (see Table 4 for the other three time scales). On some occasions (e.g., in January for time scale . 6 h), the estimated d c value exceeds 50 km. These values must be taken with caution because the fitted correlation functions might be affected by decreasing sample sizes at longer intergauge distances. The monthly signal of d c displays three distinct peaks: a primary peak during December-January and two secondary peaks in March and June-July (Fig. 11 and Table 4 ). In a similar way, three troughs can be seen in the monthly pattern of d c : a primary minimum during April and two secondary minima in February and September-October. From the monthly signal of d c , it can be inferred that the rainfall patterns are widespread during December-January and are most variable during April. The results are in agreement with Bidin and Chappell (2003) , who reported larger spatial correlations during the northeast monsoon than during the southwest monsoon, although for seasonal rainfall totals. The second parameter in Eq. (4) (the exponent s) did not display a strong monthly pattern: its values ranged from 0.58 to 0.67 for hourly scale and from 0.53 to 0.67 for daily scale. The monthly variation observed in Fig. 11 can be better described using synoptic-scale weather patterns. Larger values of d c during December-January are a reflection of widespread moderate-to high-intensity rainfall caused by synoptic-scale disturbances such as cold surges and associated strong northeasterly winds during the first half (December and January) of the northeast monsoon (e.g., Chang et al. 2005; Tangang et al. 2008; Fong 2012 ). The number of cold surges is significantly lower in the second half of the northeast monsoon (e.g., Chang et al. 2005) , thus decreasing the amount of rainfall as well as the spatial smoothness, as seen in the sudden drop of d c in February (Fig. 11) . During the intermonsoon months of April and October, the upperlevel winds are weak and variable and the convection is at its greatest, often leading to afternoon showers (e.g., Watts 1955; Chia and Foong 1991; Fong 2012) . This characteristic can be observed in the form of low values of d c during April and October (Fig. 11) .
To understand the diurnal variation in spatial patterns of rainfall, we stratified hourly rain rates according to the time of the day and estimated spatial correlations. The correlations were then fitted using the poweredexponential function [Eq. (4)]. Figure 12 shows diurnal variation in the e-folding correlation distance d c . The value of d c varies from 7.7 km at 1900 local time to 22.5 km at 0200 local time. Higher values of d c between 0100 and 0600 and lower values between 1500 and 1900 indicate that the rainfall patterns are smoothest during the predawn hours and most variable in the afternoon. It is also interesting to note that the unconditional (pooled in) d c value of 10.1 km is closer to the afternoon d c values, which shows that unconditional spatial correlations are mainly defined by the afternoon rainfall patterns. We also analyzed monthly variation in the diurnal cycle of spatial correlations. Separating the data into each month and hour reduced the sample size available for estimating correlations and led to noisy estimates, in particular during the morning hours of some months. The general pattern of the diurnal cycle (predawn maximum and an afternoon minimum) remained the same during all months (figure not shown), however, except for the differences in the magnitude of d c .
3) CHARACTERIZING ANISOTROPY
To this point, the analysis of spatial structure was based on the assumption that correlation structure is isotropic. To understand the directional dependence of the spatial correlations, we mapped them in a two-dimensional space of intergauge distances. To be specific, eachr(d ij ) was assigned a location in a polar map of intergauge distances on the basis of d ij and its orientation with north. Sincer(d ij ) 5r(d ji ), the above polar map of correlations is symmetric about its origin. Many studies have used such two-dimensional correlation maps to quantify anisotropy in rainfall (e.g., Sharon 1978; Berndtsson 1988; Sumner and Bonell 1988; Velasco-Forero et al. 2009 ). Figure 13 shows contours obtained from the correlation estimates embedded in a two-dimensional space. Note that only the intergauge distances up to 35 km are shown in Fig. 13 instead of the maximum possible distance of 46 km that is shown in Fig. 8 . This is because of noise in the correlation contours at longer separation distances.
For all time scales, the spatial gradients in correlations were found to be dependent on the direction of the (Fig. 13) . The contours are elliptical in shape, except for lower correlations, when they are approximately rectangular. We quantified anisotropy by fitting ellipse to the correlation contours. The parameterization in the form of ellipse was done only when the contours are enclosed within the domain of [225, 25] km in the north-south and east-west directions. The 25-km condition was necessary to avoid fitting an ellipse to nonelliptical shapes (e.g., the 0.367 contour in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 13) . From the fitted ellipse, we obtained the lengths of the semimajor axis a and the semiminor axis b, the orientation u of the major axis with the north, and the eccentricity, defined as e 4 h) time scales were not fitted with an ellipse because they did not satisfy the 25-km condition discussed in the previous paragraph. Therefore, the focus hereinafter will be on the orientation and eccentricity of multiple correlation (0.2-0.6) contours that were fitted with an ellipse. On average, the orientation of the fitted ellipse was found to be 998 relative to north, with an eccentricity of 0.64. The results showed considerable dependence of u on the spatial scale, however. The value of u ranged from 85.78 to 96.48 for smaller spatial scales (a , 10 km), and from 101.28 to 106.58 for larger scales (a . 20 km). The scale dependence in e was not as pronounced as in u; e was found to be in the range of 0.61-0.65 for a , 10 km, and 0.59-0.71 for a . 20 km.
To gain further insight into the temporal variability of anisotropy, we partitioned the data according to the month of the year and obtained correlation contours. Figure 14 shows the monthly variation of correlation contours for hourly rain rates. The spatial gradients in correlations and the orientation of contours changed considerably from month to month. To better quantify the monthly variation, we fitted an ellipse to each contour enclosed within the [225, 25] box and obtained a, b, u, and e. As expected, a and b displayed monthly variation similar to that of d c (Fig. 11) , as discussed in section 4b(2). In Fig. 15 , we show monthly behavior of u for four different correlation contours. The average value of u varies from ;558 in August to ;1308 in February. From  Fig. 15 , it can be concluded that the rainfall patterns are aligned in a west-northwest (WNW) to east-southeast (ESE) direction (1008 , u , 1308) from November to March and in a west-southwest (WSW) to east-northeast (ENE) direction (558 , u , 808) from June to September. During the intermonsoon months of April, May, and October, the rainfall patterns were found to be approximately east-west oriented (u ; 908). The values of e were lower (0.57-0.59) during the months of January and July, and higher (0.71-0.77) during February and October. The monthly variation of anisotropy was found to be similar for other time scales (2-24 h).
A thorough understanding of the physical mechanisms behind observed monthly, diurnal, and directional patterns in spatial correlation structure requires a rigorous quantitative analysis linking rainfall structure to synoptic (e.g., cold surges) and subsynoptic (e.g., landsea breezes) patterns. Furthermore, a storm-scale investigation is necessary to understand the physical mechanisms responsible for the scale dependence of rainfall anisotropy. Such analyses are beyond the scope of this study.
Concluding remarks
We analyzed data from a dense rain gauge network in Singapore to characterize various statistical features of equatorial rainfall. The rain-rate distributions for time scales varying from 1 to 24 h were identified using the L-moment approach. The spatial coherence was quantified using intergauge correlations. The spatial correlation structure was analyzed first by using an isotropic (directional independence) assumption. The monthly and diurnal patterns of isotropic correlations were quantified using the variation of correlation distance. The isotropy assumption was then relaxed to study the dependence of spatial correlations on gauge-pair orientation. The main conclusions of this study are as follow:
1) The Pearson type-3 distribution proved to be the best fit for rain rates at all time scales of concern. The parameters of the fitted PE3 distribution displayed power-law behavior with time scale. 2) The isotropic spatial correlation analysis showed that the correlation distance varied from 10 km at the hourly scale to 33 km at the daily scale. Significant monthly and diurnal variability was observed in d c .
The rainfall patterns were found to be smoothest during the first half (December-January) of the northeast monsoon and most variable during the intermonsoon months of April and October. In addition, the rainfall patterns were most variable in the afternoon hours (1500-1900), with a d c value around 8 km, and smoothest for the early hours (0100 and 0600), with a d c value between 17 and 23 km.
FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13 , but for each month and limited to hourly time scale.
3) The anisotropic spatial correlation analysis showed that correlation contours were elliptical in shape with an average eccentricity of 0.64 and an orientation of 998 relative to true north. The orientation and eccentricity of the contours showed considerable dependence on spatial scale. The orientation ranged from 868 to 968 for smaller spatial scales (,10 km) and from 1018 to 1068 for larger scales (.20 km). In a similar way, average eccentricity was found to be in the range of 0.61-0.65 for smaller scales and 0.59-0.71 for larger scales. 4) The eccentricity and orientation of the contours showed significant monthly variability. The average eccentricity of contours was found to be the lowest (0.57) during January and the highest (0.77) during October. The orientation varied from 558 to 808 (i.e., WSW-ENE direction) during the southwest monsoon months of June-September and from 1008 to 1308 (i.e., WNW-ESE direction) during the northeast monsoon months of November-March.
This study is a step toward bridging the scale gap in characterizing rainfall structure in Singapore and the surrounding Maritime Continental region. The results would be valuable for evaluating remotely sensed observations from weather radars and satellites and also for quantifying the performance of rainfall downscaling techniques. For example, information about the spatial correlation structure of rainfall is necessary to quantify the areal representativeness error of the gauge network while evaluating remotely sensed observations (e.g., Ciach and Krajewski 1999; Mandapaka et al. 2009 ). The parametric forms proposed for probability distributions and spatial correlation structure would be useful in generating spatial rainfall ensembles for hydrologic modeling. In addition, the results from this study would serve as a key input to stochastic multisite rainfall generators that take intersite correlations into account (e.g., Brissette et al. 2007; Khalili et al. 2007 ). To our knowledge, this is the first study in the Maritime Continental region quantifying small-scale (1-45 km) spatial structure of rainfall and its dependence on time of day, season, and direction for short temporal scales of 1-24 h.
